1991 pontiac sunfire

The Pontiac Sunfire is a compact car by Pontiac that was introduced for the model year to
replace the Sunbird. Not only was the name changed, but dramatic styling changes were
included as well. The new styling was shared with the redesigned Chevrolet Cavalier. The J
platform was updated structurally to meet more stringent safety standards for the model year.
The Pontiac Sunfire went through two facelifts in its year run: a small redesign in featuring the
heavy plastic cladding look that was prevalent with Pontiac at the time, and a more streamlined
update in In the US, the coupe was the only model available from to The sedan continued to be
sold in Canada and Mexico until the end of production on June 22, The base model had the 2.
The GT trim level had an optional, more powerful 2. The 2. In , both the 2. The Ecotec engine
was also an option for the model year. The Sunfire could be purchased as a sedan , coupe , or
convertible. All three variations came in the standard SE trim level. An upscale GT trim level
was available on the coupe and convertible. The GT trim level came standard with the 2. The SE
trim was the standard for the Sunfire which included the 2. Both the SE and GT trim levels were
dropped after the model year, along with the 2. Originally, the convertible was only in the SE
trim level until the model year where it became only available in the GT trim. The convertible
was discontinued after the model year. Frontal Driver:. Frontal Passenger:. Side Driver:. Side
Rear Passenger:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. New Car Test Drive.
Retrieved Pontiac vehicles. A division of General Motors , â€” Aztek Sunrunner Torrent.
Montana Trans Sport. Category Commons. Hidden categories: All articles with dead external
links Articles with dead external links from October Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. FF layout. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Pontiac Sunfire. Grand Am. Grand Prix. Station wagon. Mid-size
crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. Personal luxury. The Pontiac Sunbird is
a small car manufactured and marketed by Pontiac over two generations. The first generation
was marketed as a subcompact hatchback, wagon and coupe â€” â€” as a badge engineered
variant of the Chevrolet Monza. The Sunbird nameplate ran for 18 years with a hiatus during the
and model years, as there was no model and the model was marketed as the J and was replaced
in by the Pontiac Sunfire. The first-generation Pontiac Sunbird is a subcompact , [1]
four-passenger automobile introduced in September , and produced for the through model
years. The first-generation Sunbird is a badge engineered version of the Chevrolet Monza. It did
not share any mechanical relation to the Holden LX Sunbird. The Sunbird has a The first
generation Sunbird is a rear-wheel-drive vehicle with a live rear axle design. The standard
engine is the Vega aluminum-block CID inline-four. The front suspension is short and long
control arms with coil springs , and anti-roll bar; the rear suspension is a torque-arm design
with coil springs and an anti-roll bar. Variable-ratio power steering was standard of a
recirculating ball type. The brake system features front disc brakes with vented rotors, and rear
drum brakes. Power-assist was standard. When the Sunbird was introduced for , it was only
available in a notchback coupe body-style shared with the Chevrolet Monza Towne Coupe. For ,
the hatchback body-style was added. A Formula option was available on coupe, wagon, and
hatchback. For and , the station wagon from the otherwise discontinued Astre series was added
to the Sunbird line. They continued to use the same front fascia as the Astre with Sunbird
badging. The 2. For the and model years, the Chevrolet 5. Body options included the Firebird
Redbird package, Sunbird Formula package, and sunroof. Air conditioning was available as was
four-speed manual transmission or three-speed automatic transmission. By this time, the
wagon body style and the optional V8 engine had been discontinued. The year featured an
unusually long production run in order to provide sufficient inventory to carry dealers into the
model year in anticipation of the Sunbird's replacement. For , the rear-wheel-drive Sunbird was
replaced by a new front-wheel-drive compact called the J Appearing as a sedan, coupe, wagon
or hatchback, the J was powered by a carbureted, overhead valve cast-iron 1. It was initially
only available in conjunction with the automatic transmission. For , the J prefix was dropped.
This was in an effort to market the J as a smaller version of the Pontiac , which had a similar
appearance. A five-speed manual was newly optional. The standard engine was replaced by the
fuel injected Brazilian engine, while a stroked 2-litre fuel injected version of the overhead-valve
1. The lineup was renamed Sunbird , a title used only on the convertible the previous year. A
new turbocharged four-cylinder was available. Based on the standard 1. This engine was
popular, and more powerful than many V6 engines in competing brands. For , the optional 2-litre
four was discontinued. It featured fender flares, hidden headlamps, and the turbo engine
standard. It was available in sedan, coupe, hatchback, or convertible. The GT convertible is the
rarest variant, with fewer than 1, sold. A redesigned gauge cluster and new engines were
introduced for the model year. The new engines were "punched out" versions of the 1. Also, the

convertible could only be ordered in GT trim. The rear fascia was redesigned in , and the
four-speed manual was discontinued. Production under the Sunbird name was continued until
The trim levels on both the sedan and coupe were base, SE and GT. The Sunbird SE coupe, SE
sedan and the GT coupe and convertible had partially concealed headlamps, a feature that
originally appeared on the Isuzu Impulse , that gave the appearance of "raised eyebrows" when
the headlights were on. The base model initially had the front fascia with exposed sealed beam
headlamps. The engines were both the carryover 2. GM discontinued the Safari name on the
Sunbird station wagon models. In , the base model received a smoother, more aerodynamic
front fascia and the model was renamed "LE". An LE coupe joined the lineup also, with the
same features as the LE sedan, but for a slightly lower price. The SE sedan was discontinued. In
all models, however, a new dashboard was added. It somewhat resembled that of the larger
Pontiac Grand Prix , redesigned for The most notable change from the previous dashboard is
the placement of the stereo. If a cassette player or compact disc player new for were ordered,
they were relocated at the bottom of the dash. For , the GT and SE coupes received a smoother
front fascia with hidden headlamps. The GT convertible is discontinued, replaced by a
turbocharged LE convertible, which also retains the GT suspension and steering. In all models,
GM's passive seatbelt system was introduced. The seatbelts were mounted on the doors and
would stretch out when latched. The turbo four was deleted for , replaced by the Cavalier 's 3.
Although there was less horsepower under the hood, power came much quicker and smoother
than the Turbo, with about the same fuel economy. The V6 engine could be ordered in any
model, save the new-for base value model. The largest change for the model year was a revision
of the base engine. NOTE: The intake manifold casting is a bit thick and responds well to port
matching the head with a stock felpro gasket. The only change for was the addition of a glass
rear window with defroster on convertibles. As the Sunbird came to a close, the trims were
pared down. The SE coupe was essentially the GT coupe with a lower price. The last one rolled
off the assembly line on April 27, The Sunbird was replaced by the Pontiac Sunfire in The
Sunbird GT model was introduced in as a coupe, sedan, convertible or fastback hatch with a 1.
However, on the turbo delete cars the "Sunbird" badges were replaced by "Sunbird GT" badges.
The sedan was dropped for and the interior for the coupe was redesigned for The convertible
was dropped for and the turbo followed in Replacing the turbo four-cylinder for was GM's 3.
After , the GT coupe became the SE coupe when the lineup was consolidated prior to the new
model arriving for From to , the US Chevrolet Cavalier was sold in the Mexican market as a
replacement for the Chevrolet Citation in the compact segment, due to the dismissal of the last
one in The Sunbird was first sold in Mexico in as a model; prior to this, the Sunbird had been
badged as the "new" Chevrolet Cavalier, seeming like an exterior redesign for the compact, but
preserving the same interior as the "previous" model, also replacing the Pontiac badges with
Chevrolet bowties. Both versions of Sunbird labeled as Cavaliers were sold until , when the new
generation of the Chevrolet Cavalier, and the new replacement for the Sunbird, the Pontiac
Sunfire , were introduced both as separated models in Mexico. The European models received
different styling from North American versions. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article is about the car sold by Pontiac from For the car sold by Holden from to , see Holden
Torana. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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Compact â€” Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Pontiac Sunbird. Ventura II. Tempest Custom. Custom S. Grand Am. Strato Chief.
Pathfinder Deluxe. Super Chief. Catalina Brougham. Parisienne Brougham. Star Chief. Star
Chief Executive. Grand Ville. Grand Ville Brougham. Bonneville Brougham. Station wagon.
Personal luxury. Grand Prix. Muscle car. Grand tourer. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV.
Compact MPV. Montana SV6. Okay Car â€” I really liked this car. It was a fun drive. It wasn't the
best car I've had by far but it was not bad eather. It did have som electircal problems which were
quite annoying. CarGurus has 3 nationwide Sunbird listings and the tools to find you a great
deal. The only drawback has been the brakes, they have to be replaced every year or so. I think
it's just because it's L. I love to drive her, She's still a head turner at 20! Like her owner, she's
been told she looks very good for her age. Pros: A great car for cruising the coast or city. It Was

A Good Car. The one problem I had was that at the end of I had to replace the alternator three
times in one year. The Bloody Bullet. A very fun car to drive. Its cheap on gas and cheap on
insurance. Pros: Cheap on gas and cheap on insurance and looks and performs nicely. Cons:
They rot out in hard to fix areas which causes the cars to go to waste. Pontiac Sunbird â€” It is a
convertible with a removable top. Very nice for cruising with friends in the summer. The small
car size fits my small stature very well. Gets fairly good gas mileage. It is blue with a brand new
black top. Git In And Drive Off!! Cons: Don't drive it thru 6 feet of water in the middle of
december! Sunbird Gt â€” Acceleration and handling were awesome. The unibody rusted out of
it. Sexy looking exterior. Gas mileage wasn't bad. This car was a blast to drive. These words are
just to fill space so I can get back to my game, This better be enough now Pontiac Sunbird â€”
Ok, coolant system need alot of work. Burns to much oil Goes fast. Good on Gas. I don't like the
plastic front on the trunk, it makes it so the damn N won't stick. Plus, It's to small. I'm 6"2, and if
I was taller, I couldnt drive it, as My head would literally stick out the sun roof. Read More. I
loved this car a lot. It was a beautiful aqua green color with a manual transmission. ABS brake
system. This was the first car that I learned to drive a manual transmission in. This may have
bee I have had to replace the alternator and such cause it would stall on me. Not a hot rod but
averages 35 mpg on trips. Garage kept. Build Quality: Does great although it's an automatic :
Car Comparisons: I traded a 83 chevy pickup for it. The truck didn't run so it was a very good
trade. I loved this car. Never had a real problem with it. I drove it to work and then in between
jobs I went joy riding and believe it or not, I went off-roading with three of the greatest guys I
know. Have you driven a Pontiac Sunbird? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where
users commented on categories. Clear selections. Gawain writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: It was fun. Cons: Electical Problems. Is this helpful? Yes No. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: A great car for cruising the coast or city. Cons: Baby needs a
new pair of brake shoes! Aaron writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It had years of
reliabilty. Is this review helpful? Pros: gets up and goes good on gas. Cons: coolant system.
Joe writes:. Pros: quick sporty little car. Cons: not much of a back seat. Eric writes:. Primary
Use: Family transportation Pros: Cheap on gas and cheap on insurance and looks and performs
nicely. Veronica writes:. Cons: Its old! Alex writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
Wind in ur face and a great way to tan! Doug writes:. Pros: Sexy, fast, great handling. Cons:
unibody rusted and fell apart. Jon writes:. Pros: Good on gas, fast, good look. Cons: bad on oil,
bad coolant system. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 17 Pontiac Sunbird reviews. Read all 6
Pontiac Sunbird reviews. Read all 11 Pontiac Sunbird reviews. Read all 4 Pontiac Sunbird
reviews. Cars compared to Pontiac Sunbird. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars
for Sale. Compare Pontiac Sunbird to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used
Sunbird in your area? Pros: gets up and goes good on gas Cons: coolant system Is this review
helpful? Pros: Sexy, fast, great handling Cons: unibody rusted and fell apart Is this review
helpful? Pros: Good on gas, fast, good look Cons: bad on oil, bad coolant system 0 of 1 people
found this review helpful. CarGurus has 3 nationwide Sunbird listings and the tools to find you
a great deal. There are several changes to the Pontiac Sunbird, most notably the loss of the
turbo engine in the GT coupe and LE convertible. In its place is a new 3. Though it gets less
horsepower, the V6 provides added performance and acceleration to the compact car. The
Sunbird also gets a new base coupe and sedan. A 5-speed manual transmission is standard
across the line. Both the LE convertible and GT coupe are more performance oriented, not only
because they carry the V6 engine, but also for their sports suspension and handling. The
coupes come with a rear spoiler, Rallye instruments, supportive seats, and a sunroof option.
Power windows and locks are not standard except on the convertible. There is a good amount
of interior space and trunk room in the Sunbird, though rear legroom is compromised,
particularly in the 2-door coupe and convertible. But owners love the new V6 power for better
pickup and highway confidence. They say the Sunbird is reliable, maintenance is inexpensive,
and fuel economy top-notch. Being a compact, it's very easy to park, ideal for city living.
Downsides include problems with the alternator, interior materials falling apart the headliner in
particular and the lack of legroom and cupholders. We 'built' a GT Convertible. My blue baby
has the 3. It has 43, miles today and has only been driven in the summer. Never seen snow.
Additionally, the day it was delivered I took it to Ziebart and had it rustproofed. It's now in my
garage, I just waxed it and it looks like it came from the dealer's showroom. My problem. No one
has a value they can assign to this car. No one else has one. I'm told they do not exist. What to
do? I've replaced the fuel pump twice 7 fuel filters, 2 strainers, idle air controller, maf sensor,
spark plugs and wires, throttle position sensor, fuel pressure relay, fuel pressure regulator,
some vac SOHC 2. I live in Belgium. Who can help me? Average user score. Based on 16
reviews. Git In And Drive Off!! Updated Jan 19, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Pontiac
Sunbird? Have you driven a Pontiac Sunbird? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Pontiac

Sunbird. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Pontiac Sunbird
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Pontiac Sunbird to Related Models. Select Year Subscribe to receive new listings
for this search right in your inbox. Come in for a test drive today! I am selling my silver Pontiac
Sunfire. It is an automatic. Great condition and drives like new. Was used to go back and forth
from work. Just under 85k kms. It's been sitting in our garage for the last little while and I'm
selling it because we need the space. New batter Nothing wrong with the car has a little crack in
the front works perfect and low km. With Ecotech engine, 3 speed Automatic transmission.
Comes with Factory Alloy wheels and all season tires with a lot of life left on it. Power Steering
and Power Sunroof. A lot of recent work done on it can provide paperwork for details. Contact
for m Mechanically sound basic model with good winter tires and starts well when colder
temperatures. Low km for year. Text or call with message and number. Sunfire is in good
condition. Had a thorough check through this summer at a local garage. New tires, starter,
brake lines, shocks, front axel. Krown rust checked yearly Synthetic oil used. The previous
owner thought the pure white car was too boring, so lo and behold, the Speed-Blue hood was
born! Lets picture this car as plain yogurt and granola with a cherry on top! Let me break this
down: The plain yogurt the car kind of boring but probably good for you , This car is running
very well. Well maintained over the years. I was planning to keep the car however someone gave
me another car as a gift. Car has new battery, snow tires, breaks, most of the driving was done
on the Highway. Car is great for city use or for long drives. For sale as is Pontiac Sunfire. Needs
one brake line repaired directly under firewall driver side. Only visible rusty spot at fuel filler,
was there since we owned it. Good car for someone that can do the fix. Was daily driver until we
bought a new car in and want LiveBlock Online Bidding: This vehicle will be ava Reach millions
of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Filter Results 0 0 Pontiac Sunfire for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live
Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0.
Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range.
Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min
Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min
Kilometres. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this
search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you
consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and
Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be
interested in. Mileage 89, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Mileage 84, km.
mikuni hsr42 parts diagram
2002 buick park avenue manual
96 mustang fuse box diagram
Mileage , km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our
extensive new and pre-owned Pontiac Sunfire inventory from local Pontiac dealerships and
private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and
recall history of Pontiac Sunfire with similar vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond
Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All
new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of
all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete!

